Justin Timberlake
This is your Pathfinder Report, personalised to the date, time and place of your birth;
based on the principle that you are happiest when you are doing what you want to do most.
The ancients believed that, at the moment of birth, as the soul journeys to the earth, it
brings with it the influences of the planets which it passes on its way. This set of influences
becomes the individual's map or horoscope. It becomes their internalised path.
Purposelessness is perhaps the greatest dis-ease of our time. Without meaning life is
empty. But what is the purpose and meaning of this life ? Why are we here ?
We are here to walk our path, on the earth, beneath the sky. The inner sky becomes our
path on
earth.
This Pathfinder Report asks the questions:

Who Am I ?
Which describes your being, your central core, your 'I' and your ways of declaring who you
are.

Why Am I Here ?
Which looks at your purpose.
HOW TO READ YOUR PATHFINDER REPORT
Pathfinder Report is not a personal description. It is more of a 'How To' manual,
attempting to clarify your potential and tell you how you can fulfil it.
There may seem to be some contradictions in the report, because human beings, and their
lives, are full of paradoxes. Pathfinder Report shows you how to marry these differences
within yourself.
Look out for themes and patterns that emerge in your mind as you read the report. These
are your focal, strong, points of emphasis in your life.
As you read the report again, from time to time, more information will emerge.
You may find the report wordy. Words have been used intentionally, not only to convey
meaning, but to create the magical effect of sounds woven together. They are the
interpretative tool, used to capture the essence and the influence of the astrological
symbolism. They are the channel. The effect is the path.
A note about parents. The nurturing, or inner, parent, more likely to be your father, with
whom
you relate on an unseen, spiritual level, in essence. can also be your mother, or anyone
else who fulfilled that role in your life. The dominant, or outer, parent, more likely to be
your mother, with, and through whom, you relate to the world, on the material plane, in

so-called 'reality', can also be either. You will know which role has been played by whom
or whether they have shared or alternated in these roles.
Each parent can take either role at different times. What is important is that your parents,
or carers, have shared a parenting attitude and dynamic, and you have been influenced by
it.
If there are parts of you portrayed that you do not readily recognise, think about denial and
what you are not owning as your own. You may be attracting other people to fulfil parts of
your chart that you are not fulfilling for yourself; eg the male role, the female role, your
worldly image. Where you are given alternatives, they will not usually all be true for you.
Remember that, whether you are male or female, your will have both male and female
parts of yourself, which need to function in relationship with each other. Otherwise you
can never be a complete person and will always be dependent on someone else to fulfil
these roles for you. In this way you can never take up your own power, but remain trapped
in dependency.
For this reason this report does not have separate interpretations for men or women.
Finally, if there are parts of the interpretation with which you cannot identify, this may
be because they are in potential and have not yet been developed to their fullest
possibility. So do re-consider. You may not be conscious of these things at this time and
they may become apparent later. Your potential will unfold in time, as you mature. So you
have an idea of what is in store for you and what you need to develop.
Walk in beauty and happy travelling.

Who am I?
Sun in Aquarius
You are the individualist, the non-conformist, the revolutionary and the reformer;
original, unusual, unpredictable, spontaneous; sudden, changing, impatient and shocking.
You are the challenger of authority and the breaker of rules; the rebel, wanting to change
the world. You are the eccentric, the genius, the inventor, the analyst, the scientist; the
awakener, pouring out your knowledge upon the world; sharing it with humanity; seeking
advances in all walks of life and areas of human achievement. You are the explorer of the
unknown, the irrational, the bizarre; the occultist. You are the open-minded thinker of
new thoughts and ideas; the intellectual, the idealist and the ruthless seeker of truth. You
are intuitive knowing, visionary, aware of future possibility; often absent-minded or
preoccupied, professorial. You are the altruist, the humanitarian, the philanthropist and the
friend; more concerned with humanity than individuals; impersonal, detached, distant but
not indifferent; the outsider, the exile and the loner; and the icy bolt of
compassionate truth.
Sun in Aquarius
You find your true Self through the assertion of progressive ideas about deep truth and
emotional honesty in your roots, culture, family, home and inner life; projecting a
personality which tends to exaggerate balance, harmony and mutual co-operation in your
self-evaluation, use of possessions, wealth and resources; whilst your soul seeks the power

of balance, harmony and mutual co-operation in communication, exploration and
understanding of your environment.
ASC in Leo
You express your personal identity when radiating innovation, altruism and individuality
in daily work; and your social identity through your progressive approach to deep truth and
emotional honesty in your roots, culture, family, home and inner life; projecting your public
image through the refinement of steady work, stabilisation and materialisation in creative
and re-creational activities.
Mercury in Pisces
You have a kind, considerate and willing mind which is rather chaotic and disorganised at
times; not very practical and open to the thoughts of others and their influence. Although
your mind is pleasant and gentle, your thoughts empathetic and compassionate, you can
be confused, distracted and absent-minded. This is because you tend to think in images
and through perceptions, impressions and feelings. Your thinking is transcendent, diffused
and you find it difficult to define your thoughts or convert them into words, which, for you,
are too logical and limiting; communication can be difficult, although you communicate
well on psychic levels. Hence you tend to waffle; or talk too much. You appear to be
forgetful, but impressions that you receive can be indelible. Your lack of verbal clarity can
lead to dishonesty, in an attempt to cover up your mistakes, or to deceit and delusion.
You often feel misquoted or misunderstood and find yourself in messy situations, where
explanation becomes even more difficult; until such time as you have come to terms with
your unique way of thinking and have learned how to use it in practical ways. Your
thinking processes add originality, vision and flexibility; consideration and softness to your
individuality; also clairvoyance and the ability to utilise dreams and imagery.

Why Am I Here?
Sun in Aquarius
You are here to develop the ability to use collective power; by the fixed concentration of
thoughts, to realise them; to change the quality of energies released in interpersonal and
social interplay; to be used in the name of and for the sake of society; through your
conception of the future; making man aware of new possibilities. You are here to shake up
old institutions which have become rigid. You are a functioning agent of society; bringing
the social activities of society to a cultural flowering; inventing for the benefit of society;
studying humanity; evolving social and group togetherness; developing the Utopian dream,
the future; cutting with the past and discarding bogus authority and outworn traditions,
ushering in the new order. You are here in the interests of developing world service, not
in the interests of developing your self; although your may experience loneliness, being
unable to personalise divine love. You are here to fight for liberty, justice and equality;
your own freedom, that you may serve the needs of humanity.
Sun in 6th House
Your purpose is best expressed through flexibility, adaptability, understanding, analysis,
communication, intelligence and mental expression; material and objective goals; the
earning of your daily bread; work, skills, precision, daily routines, mundane matters;
health matters, care of the body; and attention to the messages that it gives you;
discipline, discipleship and personal service; adjustment to necessity; self-purification, self-

perfection, self-transformation and completion of your individuality;
nature in simplicity;

living your original

Leo in 1st House
and through direct action, self-awareness, your appearance; the establishment of your
personal identity;
Sagittarius on 5th House Cusp
by radiating love, joy, creativity, vitality and power; expressing your will, self-motivation
and spontaneity; experiencing personal fulfilment and happiness through expansiveness,
enthusiasm, sociability, optimism, trust and faith in the future;
Venus in 5th House
and through your receptivity, femininity, beauty and self-evaluation; your validation of life,
love affairs and validation through love; your emotional need to be mirrored in love; selfprojection into your creations, which can result in attachment and possessiveness.
Sun in Aquarius
You have the ability to reflect your potential for humanitarian ideals, forward thinking and
genius in your daily work and service through expansiveness and optimism in your home,
family and inner life.

